NAPLAN Language Conventions Year 5 2012

Quick Answers

1. restart
2. saving
3. rainy
4. oval
5. possible
6. quiet
7. climb
8. stitch
9. measure
10. hospital
11. revision
12. cylinder
13. unable
14. coming
15. juice
16. waterfall
17. dramatic
18. promised
19. satisfied
20. balance
21. parcel
22. instrument
23. valuable
24. beginning
25. autumn
26. safely
27. after “horses”
28. By
29. Annie doesn’t know where the paints are kept. (option 1)
30. ran
31. while
32. Redglove Park (option 3)
33. you’re
34. It hiss at me if I come too close. (“hiss” should be “hisses”)
35. forgotten
36. Come over here.
37. went
38. Clams live in the ocean and have two shells, while snails have only one shell and live on land.
39. are Do
40. when
41. Our band thinks the music teacher has taught us very well.
42. woman
43. Betty mixed the milk and eggs, added the flour, folded it carefully through the batter and poured it all into the cake tin. (option 2)
44. They are
45. lazily
46. rainforests.
47. bread
48. Dad entered a fishing competition when he visited the Gulf of Carpentaria. (option 1)
49. Pelicans are large water birds. They have pouches on their throats that they can use to catch fish. They are good swimmers and spend a lot of time on the water. (option 4)

50. It’s its

51. Joe worked on the puzzle.